A Flemish Apron
Inspiration
The inspiration for this apron is a figure of a woman in a tapestry in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York “August from a set of the Twelve Months”. The museum dates this between
1525 and 1528 produces in Brussels.
The information from the museum states that it is possibly after a design from the workshop of
Bernard Van Orley, a Netherlandish artist active in this time period.

Fig. 1

The tapestry depicts a harvest scene, and as a result the images represent the working / lower
class. This is somewhat atypical as most artwork, especially if commissioned, depict the upper
classes or the donor. While the tapestry is allegorical in nature, the garments in the dominate
figures are wearing representations of current fashion.
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The central figure is wearing a pleated apron. What I found interesting was that the apron had a
number of unusual features.
1. It ties around to the front
2. The pleating did not go all the way across the apron
3. The full width of the fabric was not sewn into the waistband.
The apron seemed to be a mixture of the more common lower class aprons and the high class
pleated and embroidered aprons seen in the fashions coming from the Germanic regions. Is this
an anomaly, or a figment of an imaginative artist?

Fig. 2
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Exploration
I started looking at various apron images and started finding similarities:

.

Fig. 3

The main body of the apron is not
completely sewn into the waistband.
Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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Fig.8

The waistband wraps around and ties in the
front.

Fig. 7

Fig. 10

Fig. 9
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Fig. 11

And there are many more that are pleated
aprons.

Fig. 12
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Fig. 15

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

The honeycomb shaped pleatwork is common in throughout aprons
in Europe during the early 16th century
Fig. 16

My conclusion from studying images is that while there is not another apron depicted in exactly
the style of the apron in the tapestry, the elements of its construction are consistent with aprons
of the same time period and cultural influence.
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Materials
The apron is constructed completely in linen. The thread for the embroidery and the hems is a
90/2 spun linen.

Construction
There is written support for both the technique and the materials for the apron.
Sixteenth century sumptuary laws support pleated and possibly embroidered aprons:
"that no rich pleating should be on an honor-worthy apron - that also there should be
lesspleating and small smocking so the apron would not be so gathered." (ZanderSeidel)
Hill and Oakes, in their book “Rural Costume: Its Origins and Development in Western Europe
and the British Isles”, described the fabrics being used on the aprons in rural settings as being
made of coarse linen or helpen with “Seckcloth, Dowlas or Lockram,” which are all types of
fabric used for clothing during the period. They go on to say that the English rural apron had a
uniqueness in style, that it was “honeycombed .that is gathered at the waist and overstitched
with the basic stitch of smocking.
The honeycomb stitch, using its modern term,
seems to be the closest to recreating what appears
to be the predominant style depicted in the artwork
during the 15th and the 16th century, it is by no
means the only stitch which was used to create and
embellish the pleating.
An extant garment from the 16th century found in a
cloister in Alpirsbach been found with the
honeycomb style stitch.

Fig. 19

The honeycomb stitch is essentially a series of satin stiches down in a zig zag pattern. For this
apron I chose not to use a gathering thread, but instead hand pleated each pleat and sewed it
as I went across the front of the apron.

Fig. 20

Fig. 21

Fig. 22

Fig. 23
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The edges of the apron are done in a small hem stitch using drawn/pulled work. A number of
the aprons from the time period show a fine line that can be interpreted as possible drawn hem.

Fig. 24

Fig. 24

Conclusions
I have been doing research into pleated / pleatwork “smocked” aprons for over 10 years. There
are no extant aprons of this style in existence. There are a number of lace and embroidered
aprons from the mid to late 16th century, but these aprons, worn mainly by the middle to lower
classes would not have been saved.
This apron offered a unique perspective. Was it a regional variation? A transition garment from
the gathered to the pleated? After making the garment, there is still no definitive answer. The
fully pleated and embellished aprons tend to be later in period, closer to the mid 1500’s, the
plain aprons, early 1500’s. What we may be seeing is the early transition from the simple cloth
to the more extravagant aprons of the mid to late 16th century.
But, some of the features make it a very appealing garment. It requires less fabric than the fully
pleated / embroidered versions. By pleating up the center it provides extra fabric which gives
more freedom of movement compared to an apron that is just a rectangle tied around the
middle.
It was a fun project to research as it forced me to look for other types of aprons and how they
may have evolved.
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